
We, the undersigned, are residents on the Manvers Scugog Townline, north of Devitts nouO We are

petitioning to have an engineering study done that will hopefully result in the reduction of the speed

limit from S0 kmih to 50-60 km/h. There are many features that would wamurt this reduction.

- many hills that prevent oncoming vehicles from being seen

- many intersections or entrances to private driveways (some blind entrances)

- minimal width of lanes that do not allow for safe movement(especially in the winter when there
is barely one cleared lane on a hill)

- lack of adequate shoulders that would allow vehicles to safely stop or pull over in case of
emergency (this coupled with a narrow road caused Canada Post to insist many mailboxes be
moved to allow safe delivery for their drivers)

- lack ofa safe place for pedestrians, cyclists

- other concems (deep ditches, these are also hidden by snow in the winter time)

- poor road surface (many potholes and loose pavement)

We hope you consider these conditions and change the bylaw allowing the speed limit to be reduced.
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We, the undersigned, are residents on the Manvers Scugog Townline, north of Devitts Road. We are
petitioning to have an engineering study done that will hopefully result in the reduction of the speed
limit from 80 km/h to 50-60 km/h. There are many features that would warrant this reduction.

- many hills that prevent oncoming vehicles from being seen

- many intersections or entrances to private driveways (some blind entrances)

- minimal width of lanes that do not allow for safe movement especially in the winter when there
is barely one cleared lane on a hill)

- lack of adequate shoulders that would allow vehicles to safely stop or pull over in case of
emergency (this coupled with a narrow road caused Canada Post to insist many mailboxes be
moved to allow safe delivery for their drivers)

- lack ofa safe place for pedestrians, cyclists

- other concems (deep ditches, these are also hidden by snow in the winter time)

- poor road surface (many potholes and loose pavement)

We hope you consider these conditions and change the by-law allowing the speed limit to be reduced.
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